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1.

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT

1.1

The purpose of the report is to provide Members with observations and
proposals in response to the request from committee members to review the
Council Scrutiny arrangements, and to update Members on the progress
arising from the WAO report in respect of the Council’s Scrutiny arrangements
‘Fit for the Future’.

2.

RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that Members of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee:

2.1

Consider the progress to date in delivering upon the actions agreed in
response to the Wales Audit Office Report ‘Fit for the future’.

2.2

Endorse the proposed amendments to scrutiny structures, namely to:
A) Agree to the observations outlined within the report, in respect of the
recent review of current scrutiny arrangements
B) Endorse the recommended proposals numbered 1-4 outlined in section 7
of the report.
C) Recommend to the Corporate Governance & Constitution Committee that
the Terms of reference of each of the scrutiny Committees be reviewed
and refined and agreed by the Overview & Scrutiny Committee at its first
meeting, following the Council AGM.

D) That subject to agreement to the above, authority is provided to the
Proper Officer to update the Council Constitution accordingly to reflect the
changes to the Committees Terms of Reference.
2.3

Note the progress to date in respect of the proposals for improvement
identified by the Wales Audit Office – Fit for the Future.

2.4

Note the responses set out in section 10 of the report i.e. the national
discussion paper ‘six themes to help make scrutiny fit for future’, issued by
the Wales Audit Office in February 2019.

3
3.1

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Members will be aware that the Council’s Scrutiny arrangements have been
subject to a number of reports by the WAO since 2014:




3.2

In July 2015 the Council implemented new arrangements for
Overview and Scrutiny which took account of the national report
issued in May 2014, ‘Good Scrutiny? Good Question!’
In November 2015, the Overview and Scrutiny Committee agreed an
Action Plan and a detailed update arising from the publication of
‘Good Scrutiny? Good Question!’
On the 9th March 2017 Cabinet and subsequently Audit Committee
on 20th March, received a report in respect of ‘Good Governance
when determining significant service change’.

Since these reports have been issued, there have been significant changes in
the Scrutiny function which are strengthening the Council’s overall
governance arrangements. Changes include:
 Increasing use of pre scrutiny,
 More focused work that leads to tangible outcomes for the residents of
Rhondda Cynon Taf through Scrutiny Working Groups
 Changes to the management arrangements
 Strengthening resourcing of the Scrutiny function.

We are also continuing to implement a number of other planned changes.
3.3

In October 2018 the WAO published its report into the Council’s scrutiny
arrangements ‘Fit for the Future’. The report followed a review conducted
between December 2017 and January 2018. Although the report did not reflect
the changes already put in place to strengthen the scrutiny arrangements, it
was generally positive, reflecting the progress that has been made in the
Council’s scrutiny arrangements since the previous WAO reports in 2015.
However, it also set out the need for strengthened support for scrutiny,
including scrutiny capacity and Member training. This report and a subsequent
implementation plan was presented to the Overview & Scrutiny Committee on
the 22nd October, 2018. Following Members consideration of the report the
then Director of Communications & interim Head of Democratic Services was
tasked with undertaking a review of the Councils scrutiny structure.

3.4
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

The WAO subsequently published a national ‘Discussion paper ‘Six themes to
help make scrutiny ‘Fit for the Future’. The six themes identified within this
report were:
Clarifying roles and responsibilities is still necessary in some councils and is a
pre-requisite to successful scrutiny
Many councils continue to recognise a need to improve public engagement in
scrutiny but in many councils this will require a step change in scrutiny
practice
Councils should reflect on the rigour with which they must prioritise and then
plan scrutiny activity to improve impact
Responding to current and future challenges may need a different approach to
supporting scrutiny committee members
Evaluating the effectiveness of scrutiny
Welsh government and councils should consider the implications of the above
themes for councils’ and partnership governance arrangements.

These themes have also been utilised when undertaking the review.
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REVIEW OF SCRUTINY WORKING ARRANGEMENTS

4.1

Positive changes continue to be progressed in respect of the Council’s
scrutiny arrangements. Work has already taken place to strengthen scrutiny’s
ownership of their work programmes. New ways of considering how to best
focus committees time will be utilised from the start of the next Municipal Year,
looking at a more outcome based approach.

4.2

An important change has seen the implementation of more formal
arrangements for Chairs and Vice-Chairs of scrutiny committees to consider
work programme matters and the development of business in a more formal
and co-ordinated way.

4.3

The now established engagement between Cabinet and Scrutiny Members is
providing more opportunities than ever before for Scrutiny to play an influential
role in the significant policy decisions of the Council at an early stage. It would
be fair to say that when scrutiny first began performing a pre-scrutiny role,
there was limited opportunity for scrutiny to change the direction already set
by the Council’s Cabinet. With recent improvements in associated processes
and communications for pre-scrutiny, the arrangements have matured and
developed. This has resulted in the opportunity for early and more regular
involvement of scrutiny in key Council decisions, a notable example of this
being the involvement of scrutiny at regular stages in the potential plans to
modernise the delivery of residential care in the County Borough. Another
notable example, has been, the engagement of scrutiny in the Council’s 21st
Century Schools proposals for the first time. Both these examples have been
achieved through the 121 dialogue established as a result of the regular
formal meetings between Scrutiny Chairs and the respective Cabinet
Members & Director.

4.4

The visibility of scrutiny has increased in the last year, both in terms of public
profile and the impact its work is having upon decisions. The establishment of

a dedicated web site, alongside specific resource within the Council
Communication Team and the introduction of scrutiny blogs are making a
positive difference to the public profile of scrutiny. Consideration needs to be
given however to further opportunities to increase the profile of scrutiny,
particularly in line of the potential offered by digital media, and whether
facilitating meetings at non-council venues is adding the value it was intended
to deliver. Further work will need to be undertaken to assess the impact this
increased media profile is having on the residents of the County Borough, to
ensure we are using the correct platforms for communication.
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WHAT IS WORKING?

5.1

The Council’s scrutiny arrangements have continued to mature following the
establishment of revised arrangements in 2015.

5.2

Opportunities for non-executive members to engage in pre scrutiny have
progressed further, since the review undertaken by the Wales Audit Office.
Pre-scrutiny has been facilitated as part of a number of significant decisions
taken forward. In addition to this, there is now the ability for scrutiny to
contribute as part of any statutory or non-statutory consultation processes and
scrutiny engagement is now embedded into the proposed approach for
individual decisions. The ability for all members to add-value through this
approach is recognised by both the Senior Leadership Team and Cabinet.

5.3

Much of the positive progress has stemmed from better engagement and
information sharing. This has been fostered through regular meetings, which
are now well established, between Scrutiny Chairs & Vice-Chairs and their
respective Cabinet Member and Senior Leadership Team Officer. This
dialogue is creating more opportunity for scrutiny to have a wider field of
vision in terms of future business and priorities to be considered in the short,
medium and longer term. The strengthened voice of Democratic Services
within the Senior Leadership Team, as a result of recent management
structural changes, has also supported this approach.

5.4

Ensuring meetings between Committee Chairs and Vice-chairs is placed on a
more formal footing, has achieved another important improvement step.
However, the schedule of the committee calendar has impacted on the
opportunity for this to happen more frequently. The formal reporting and
updates in respect of work programme delivery have ensured Scrutiny Chairs
are better informed about the wider decision-making work programme and
has supported better co-ordination of work flows.
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WHAT AREAS NEED CONSIDERATION?

6.1

While important improvements are supporting a better governance model
within the Council, there are still opportunities to support improvement. The Fit
for the Future review identified a number of areas of improvements, which the
Council has already considered and agreed actions to respond (see appendix
2). In addition the wider national review of scrutiny arrangements undertaken

by the Wales Audit Office, has already identified a number of key areas for
improvements, in respect of scrutiny as a whole, proposing a number of key
themes and examples of good practice. Having considered these
recommendations, good practice which is supported in other local authorities
and the feedback received from Scrutiny Chairs & Vice-Chairs, there are a
number of improvements which could further strengthen the impact and
outcomes of scrutiny.
6.2

When the new model ‘thematic scrutiny’ was introduced in 2015, it supported
a cross cutting approach to scrutiny outside of the traditional group structures.
Since this time however, a number of senior management reviews have taken
place, which has reduced the number of service groups. From a scrutiny
perspective this has complicated the understanding of the remit of specific
committees and the management of Officer and Cabinet Member
representation when necessary. It is therefore felt appropriate and timely to
give consideration to remit and terms of reference of the current scrutiny
structure.

6.3

Consistent with the national findings of the Wales Audit Office, it is evident
that there is an over reliance on standard information reports. In some
circumstances the number of agenda items being considered at each meeting
is hindering the ability of Members to undertake meaningful scrutiny and
effective challenge. Also the positive impact of scrutiny often relates to
specific work on policy development, relating to one specific service matter,
considered often on a task and finish basis. This is also evident when scrutiny
this year has worked through this mechanism to consider the Well-being of
Future Generations Act.

6.4

A heavy scrutiny workload can sometimes hinder the ability for scrutiny to
operate as a ‘critical friend’ to the executive, in the way our current overview
and scrutiny arrangements where intended to when introduced back in 2002.

6.5

It should be noted in respect of policy development that scrutiny is now
playing a lead role in progressing decisions of council agreed through notices
of motions from all 75 members. Important policy proposals have resulted
from this newly introduced decision- making work flow and therefore further
consideration should be given to a framework to progress these decisions.

6.6

The positive work recently undertaken on-line, through the development of
web and social media content has achieved positive reach and engagement.
Compared to the low level of public engagement received by taking scrutiny
into the community, further consideration should be given to this approach, as
an effective one to enhance public participation.
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POTENTIAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVEMENT

7.1

Based on these areas it is proposed to consider amendments to the following
aspects of scrutiny arrangements:

7.2

PROPOSAL 1 -TERMS OF REFERENCE OF EACH COMMITTEE

7.2.1 Review the Terms of Reference of each of the scrutiny Committees to ensure
they are ‘Fit for Purpose’. The current Terms of Reference for the Committee
are outlined in Appendix 1 to the report.
7.2.2 The Corporate Plan theme ‘Economy’ to sit under the committee currently
called ‘Finance & Performance Scrutiny Committee’ and for corporate
governance issues to be taken forward by Overview & Scrutiny.
7.2.3 Before developing its work programme for the forth coming Municipal Year, it
is proposed that the Overview & Scrutiny Committee agree the terms of
reference for each of the other scrutiny Committees going forward.
7.2.4 Allocated specific themes from the Corporate Plan to the respective scrutiny
committee, to better relate the work of scrutiny to these ambitions and
strengthen accountability for its delivery. Again these themes will be allocated
by the Overview & Scrutiny Committee at the start of each Municipal Year.

7.3

PROPOSAL 2 - STREAMLINE WORK PROGRAMMES AND AGENDAS

7.3.1 It is also proposed that based on its strategic role in directing scrutiny, the
Overview & Scrutiny Committee, be given the ability to direct work flow across
the Municipal Year, based not just upon terms of reference, but linkage to the
corporate priorities, and the demands of business and work programmes.
This model would provide the benefits of models utilised in other local
authorities, recognised as adopting good practice, while also continuing to
provide a connection for those committees within an associated service area.
7.3.2 To develop streamlined and focused Committee Work Programmes to ensure
a more outcome based approach is taken forward.
7.3.3 Following the scrutiny pilot currently being undertaken to use the ‘Good
Practice’ scrutiny toolkit as appropriate.
7.3.4 Develop of a work programme template incorporating an outcome based
approach and acknowledging the Well-being of Future Generations goals.
7.3.5 Work towards a more ‘select committee approach’ in terms of accountability
operating style.
7.4

PROPOSAL 3 - A FORMAL PROCESS FOR SCRUTINY TO FACILITATE
COUNCIL MOTIONS

7.4.1 Development of a formal process when taking forward Notices of Motion when
referred from Council.
7.4.2 To summons the Mover and Seconder of a Notice of Motion to a scrutiny
meeting when a referred Notice of Motion is to be discussed and scrutinised.

7.4.3 This should include the Proposer and Seconder participating in the work for
the matter to progress.
7.5 PROPOSAL 4 - PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT AND INVOLVEMENT
7.5.1 To enhance the public engagement section of the website further with up to
date / relevant information on the work and to actively encourage residents to
get involved.
7.5.2 Keeping Scrutiny meetings within Council facilities, but utilising social media
wherever possible to better highlight the work of the committee and to engage
with the public.
7.5.3 Formally instruct Officers to implement arrangements for web-casting of
meetings (alongside wider chamber and facility enhancements already
identified by the Democratic Services Committee.)
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SCRUTINY GOING FORWARD.

8.1

The proposed proposals to be taken forward are intended as interim
improvements. Building upon approaches taken by other local authorities,
recognised as good practice, it is proposed further detailed evaluation is
undertaken, with Member engagement in this process. Such an evaluation
will facilitate in the development of the Council’s future Scrutiny Structures
going forward, between now and the next Local Government elections, with
the aim of further supporting the priorities of the corporate plan and the
wellbeing of future generation’s goals.

8.2

In the interim the proposals outlined above are proposed to be taken forward,
the reasons identified below:
Why consider Terms of Reference?

8.3

It is acknowledged that since the implementation of the current thematic
scrutiny structure there have been incidences where some matters do not fit
neatly under the current structure. In addition to this, the work load of some of
the committees can seem unbalanced.

8.9

To address these anomalies, it is proposed that a review of the Terms of
Reference be taken forward to ensure that the matters relating to each
Committee are best placed. It is anticipated that this may require some minor
changes to be taken forward, although the main themes of the Committees
going unchanged.

8.10

To balance the workload of the Finance & Performance Scrutiny Committee it
is proposed that the Corporate plan theme ‘economy’ be taken forward by this
Committee, instead of the Public Service Delivery Committee. This theme is

continually developing and would therefore benefit from such scrutiny
arrangements.
8.11

It has been brought to Officers attention that a number of corporate
governance issues are not always scrutinised during the Municipal year. It is
therefore suggested that any such issues be considered through the Overview
& Scrutiny Committee through its overarching theme.

8.12

Agreement of the revised terms of reference for each of the Committees, (as
advised above) would be undertaken by the Overview & Scrutiny Committee
and instructions will need to be given to the proper officer to update the
Council constitution to reflect these changes accordingly.
Why consider Work Programmes amendments?

8.13

Work programmes are an important tool which help to manage a committee's
work and assists in making it more effective. As each committee is allocated
responsibility for scrutinising a selected number of services in line with their
terms of reference, it is necessary for members of the committees to prioritise
which areas of a service they wish to scrutinise. Formularisation of a scrutiny
work programme also assists with the undertaking of pre-scrutiny and
promotes the work of the committee to the public.

8.14

The Council should strengthen ownership of forward work programmes and
committee agendas. Steps include:
 Overview and Scrutiny Committee’s (O&S) consideration of the
quarterly Cabinet work programme. This enables O&S to refer matters
to other Scrutiny Committees to help them plan their work programmes
 Regular meetings between Scrutiny Chairs with associated Cabinet
Members and Group Directors. These meetings address the cabinet
work programme, policy developments and scrutiny priorities and have
strengthened Members’ overall understanding of the Council’s
business.

8.15

A further proposal to strengthen the Committees work programme is through
the utilisation of a new Scrutiny work programme template which would allow
the Committee to develop a more outcome and focused based approach to
their programme. Often Committee members are asked to consider four of
five reports at a Committee meeting, therefore not allowing Members to
undertake any worthwhile scrutiny exercise on the information provided. This
either results in Members ‘noting’ reports or taking forward a working group to
better scrutinise the subject area. While notwithstanding the important and
proven good work of the Committees scrutiny working groups, it is evident
that with ever increasing workloads and demands on Members time,
sometimes Members are not able to commit to undertaking such additional
work. Therefore allowing the Committee itself to undertake the same work of
a working group during a Committee meeting setting would allow the
Committee itself to bring forward focused outcomes. Achieving such a way of
working would be through Member ownership and a focussed work

programme, with Members acknowledging that key themes only to be
scrutinised and the reality that some areas under a Committees Terms of
Reference not being scrutinised within the Municipal Year.
8.16

Creation of a template using other Authorities examples of best practice and
also incorporating aspects of the Future Generations 5 ways of working would
assist in the development of focussed work programmes going forward.
Why progress the Scrutiny Toolkit?

8.17

In July 2019, the Overview & Scrutiny Committee considered the proposal to
pilot the Future Generations Scrutiny Toolkit. Since that time the toolkit has
been published and is available for all Authorities to utilise. In respect of RCT
it was agreed that a working group be formed to consider the Notice of Motion
in respect of Low Carbon vehicle and to utilise the framework when
conducting this work. It was proposed that the Members of the group act as
‘Champions’ in their respective Committees in taking forward the new
approach to scrutiny through the lens of the well-being and future generations
Act.

8.18

It is proposed that following the working group review an evaluation of the
work and of the scrutiny toolkit be undertaken to see if the toolkit could be
applied through all the scrutiny committees.
Why consider amending the process for Notice of Motion (NOM)?

8.19

Under the Council Procedure Rules each group of the Council have an
allocated number of NOMs that they can take forward to Council over a
Municipal Year. Often the outcome of the NOMs is a referral to the relevant
scrutiny committee for further consideration.

8.20

An excellent example of this can be seen through the work of the Children &
young People Scrutiny Committee and the NOM in relation to period poverty.
(Through the work of the working group, the Council have taken forward an
approach in respect of the provision of sanitary products at schools, which
has now been emanated across many Authorities in Wales and England).
Also in recent months the NOM in respect of voluntary Snow Wardens was
taken forward by a scrutiny working group resulting in the Know your
neighbour campaign.

8.21

There have been however occasions where items have been referred to
scrutiny and the true intentions of the NOM have been lost or are unclear to
Members. In such circumstances it would assist scrutiny committees if the
Proposer and Seconder of the NOM be summoned to attend a meeting on the
subject to provide clarity on its intentions and proposed outcomes.
Why consider amendments to Public Engagement and involvement
processes?

8.22

The Scrutiny public engagement protocol was agreed at the Overview &
Scrutiny Committee in December and is available on the Council website.
The protocol has been utilised at the recent Call In meeting of the Overview
and Scrutiny Committee when 3 members of the public addressed the
committee on the C21st School proposal in relation to Pontypridd.

8.23

We are conscious that further needs to be done to promote the work of
scrutiny and the previous process of taking scrutiny out into the Community
has seen no beneficial impact in respect of public engagement. It is therefore
proposed that the Committees continue to hold meeting in appropriate Council
based location, depending on their subject matter. Ie it may be beneficial for
some committees to undertake meetings at Leisure Centres or the Lido if
there is a relevant agenda item to be discussed on the location.

8.24

Going forward to promote further public engagement, further use is made of
social media to promote the work of the Committee. It is proposed that the
development of web-casting in advance of any statutory obligations pending
should be progressed.

The future role of non-allocated members
8.25

Since the local elections the number of non-allocated members have
increased. When allocated committee membership, non-allocated members
are not recognised for the purposes of political balance.

8.26

It is proposed that greater opportunity should be given for non-allocated
members to formally participate in scrutiny, and engaged in the wider
democratic arrangements

8.27

Chairs and Vice-Chairs together with the Director of Democratic Services
should seek, on a more formal footing, to consider how non-allocated
Independent members may be engaged in the work of scrutiny. This could be
achieved through an expressions of interest from non-allocated members to
participate in specific matters of business identified within work programmes.
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WALES AUDIT OFFICE REPORT - ‘FIT FOR THE FUTURE’ PROGRESS
UPDATE

9.1 In October 2018, the Overview and Scrutiny Committee received the report of
the WAO – ‘Fit for the Future’. The report concluded that the Council:
i.
ii.
iii.

has increased the role of overview and scrutiny in its improvement and
governance arrangements, but could strengthen support for the scrutiny
function;
has improved overview and scrutiny practice, but activity is not always
well-planned; and
is beginning to evaluate the effectiveness of its overview and scrutiny
function, but needs to do further work to demonstrate the impact of
scrutiny.

9.2

The report also set out five Proposals for Improvement and for the benefit of
Members a proposed action plan to address these proposals was provided to
Members at the October Overview & Scrutiny Committee meeting.

9.3

To illustrate the actions taken forward in respect of the proposals, the action
plan presented has been further updated to illustrate the work undertaken and
areas where further work needs to be addressed. The Action Plan is attached
as Appendix 2 to the report.

9.4

It is anticipated that the opportunities outlined within this report in respect of
the proposed amendments will further strengthen the Council’s response to
the WAO proposals.

10 WAO ‘DISCUSSION PAPER: SIX THEMES TO HELP MAKE SCRUTINY ‘FIT
FOR THE FUTURE’.

10.1 Since the production of the WAO Fit For the Future report, a further discussion
paper has been published by the WAO ‘Discussion Paper: Six themes to help
make scrutiny ‘Fit for the Future’.
10.2 This discussion paper looked at the key themes arising from the WAO work
and has presented a checklist that councils can use to consider the efficiency
and effectiveness of their arrangements.
10.3 Below details of the six themes with a corresponding response in respect of
the Councils position is provided:
1. Clarifying roles and responsibilities is still necessary om some
council and is a pre-requisite to successful scrutiny
Since the decision taken by Overview & Scrutiny Committee on the
22nd January, 2018.
Cabinet Members have attended Scrutiny
Committee meetings to provide a report and update on their portfolios.
In addition to this Cabinet Members are also invited to scrutiny
Committees as and when appropriate to provide an update on specific
agenda items to assist in the scrutiny challenge. This approach is to be
further built upon over the Municipal Year with specific guidance
relating to Cabinet Member attendance at scrutiny being addressed
within the Council constitution.
At the Members induction following the Local Government Elections,
Members were provided with comprehensive training in respect of the
various roles of the Council including Cabinet and Scrutiny Members
roles.

2. Many Councils continue to recognise a need to improve public
engagement in scrutiny but in may councils this will require a step
change in scrutiny practice
The development of the ‘Public Speaking at a scrutiny committee’
meeting protocol has already been successful, with the guidance note
being available on the scrutiny pages of the Council website for the
public to utilise. This protocol has been utilised at a recent Call In
meeting, with 3 public speakers addressing the Committee on the
agenda item. The scrutiny pages on the Council website have also
been further promoted with a banner on the Council front page, to allow
further easier access to the Scrutiny web content for the benefit of
Members and the general public. The scrutiny pages contain detailed
information about the role of Scrutiny, projects that have been
introduced as a result of Scrutiny intervention and a ‘Scrutiny Chairs’
Blog’ which currently contains contributions from three Scrutiny Chairs.
Implementation of additional pages ‘Engage with the Council’ which
provide options by which residents can engage in the Council’s
decision making processes, are imminent. Although the Committees
have trialled undertaking meetings out in the community this has not
provided any further engagement with the public. It is therefore
proposed that further is done to engage with residents through social
media and the Council website in addition to the provision of
webcasting facilities being made available.
3. Councils should reflect on the rigour with which they prioritise
and then plan scrutiny activity to improve its impact
The proposals identified within this report will look to address this
theme, by reviewing the Terms of Reference of each of the Committees
and ensuring a fit for purpose Work Programme template is taking
forward. Following other local authorities, who have been identified as
‘good practice’ templates, taking forward a more streamlined and
outcome based approach to the Committees work programme will
satisfy the requirements of this theme.

4. Responding to current and future challenges may need a different
approach to supporting scrutiny committee members
Members of the Democratic Services Committee endorsed the opinion
of the Interim Head of Democratic Services in respect of the provision
of support in the newly formed Council Business Unit, which supports
all members in undertaking their roles. The successful appointment of
the Graduate Scrutiny research officer to the unit also provides further
support to Members, to undertake independent research on behalf of
Members. Members and officers are proactive with training
requirements and as and when necessary training has been provided –
i.e financial training for members of the F&P Committee and training on
the Well-being of future generations Act to the Scrutiny Toolkit

Members. The provision of e-learning is being developed by the
Democratic Services Committee through a Members portal as outlined
in Appendix 2.
5. Evaluating the effectiveness of scrutiny
The Scrutiny Annual Report has taken forward an outcomes appraisal
of the work covered in the Municipal Year, demonstrating the impact
that scrutiny has had on the residents of the County Borough. This
approach will further be strengthened upon going forward in future
Annual Reports.

Further work on the evaluation of the impact of scrutiny still needs to be
strengthened by the Council and the proposals identified in this report to
address Committee work programmes and scrutiny reviews during
Committee meetings will assist in taking this forward.

11 EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS
11.1 There are no Equality and Diversity implications arising from this report and no
Equality Impact Assessment is deemed necessary for the purposes of this
report.
12 CONSULTATION
12.1 The considerations and comments of Scrutiny Chairs and Vice-Chairs have
been sought in respect of the report and will be orally reported at the
Overview &Scrutiny meeting. It is proposed that following consideration by
the Overview & Scrutiny Committee the report be presented to the Corporate
Governance & Constitution committee to support any necessary amendments
before being presented to the Council’s AGM.
13 FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
13.1 There are no financial implications as a result of the recommendations set out
in the report.
14 LEGAL IMPLICATIONS OR LEGISLATION CONSIDERED
14.1 There are no legal implications as a result of the recommendations set out in
the report, although amendments to the Councils constitution will need to be
taken forward as appropriate.
15 LINKS TO CORPORATE AND NATIONAL PRIORITIES AND THE WELLBEING OF FUTURE GENERATIONS ACT

15.1 The proposals to address the WAO report proposals includes arrangements to
strengthen the Council’s consideration and scrutiny of its work, through ‘the
lens of the requirements of the Well-being of Future Generations
Act’. These arrangements will be embedded into the business of the Council
as set out in the Policy Statement agreed by Cabinet on 2 November 2016.
15.2 The proposals outlined within the report will work to ensure a sustainable and
robust scrutiny structure is in place which will effectively challenge policy
decisions taken forward.
16 CONCLUSION
16.1 The Council is continuing its work to strengthen its scrutiny arrangements and
these enhancement support the council in responding to the findings arising
from the recent WAO report and will further strengthen governance and
accountability arrangements.

APPENDIX 1
TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE COUNCIL’S SCRUTINY COMMITTEES

OVERVIEW & SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
To co-ordinate the work of the four thematic scrutiny committees and ensure that the work of
each of these committees is effective. The Committee is responsible for approving the work
programmes developed by the four themed scrutiny committees to ensure deliverable, coordinated and outcome focused programmes of work. To fulfil the overview and scrutiny role
in relation to “all Council” cross cutting themes which cut across the terms of reference of the
four thematic scrutiny committees. The Committee is also responsible for dealing with all ‘Callins’ (under the Council’s Overview and Scrutiny Procedure Rules).
CHILDREN & YOUNG PEOPLE SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
The overview & scrutiny role in connection with scrutinising all education provision from 3 19 years and Children’s Services.

HEALTH & WELLBEING SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
The overview & scrutiny role in connection with scrutinising services which support the Health
& Wellbeing of our communities. The Committee considers adult social services as well as
other factors which contribute to the health & wellbeing of the County Borough such as Leisure
Services, Housing and Public Health & Wellbeing.

PUBLIC SERVICE DELIVERY, COMMUNITIES & PROSPERITY SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
‘The overview and scrutiny role in connection with scrutinising public service delivery across
a range of Council services. The Committee considers areas which contribute to prosperity
and also community safety issues. It is the Council's designated Crime and Disorder
Committee (pursuant to Section 19 and 20 of the Police and Justice Act 2006)’.
FINANCE & PERFORMANCE SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
‘This Committee is responsible for scrutinising financial and operational performance; treasury
management arrangements; the annual revenue budget consultation process; statutory
performance reporting requirements and monitoring the implementation of medium term
financial planning decisions.’

Wales Audit Office Fit for the Future - July 2018

Appendix 2

What are we trying to achieve,
the outcome

Strengthened governance through improved Scrutiny work planning, project delivery, evaluation and
involvement of residents.

Why we need to do it:

A follow up review of the Council’s scrutiny arrangements has identified further opportunities to enhance
the impact of scrutiny on the Council’s Services for the people and communities in Rhondda Cynon Taf.

Proposals
for
improvement
The Council should
WAO FFF 1
review whether specific
training could better
prepare overview and
scrutiny members to
respond to current and
future challenges. This
could include training on
Cardiff Capital Region
City Deal and Well-being
of Future Generations
(Wales) Act 2015.

Council’s Response

AGREED
The training needs of Members have
been reviewed through a Personal
Development Review process as part of
the Council’s ongoing commitment to
Member development.

Next Steps

A new approach to
providing training that
will
strengthen
arrangements
for
Member development
will be presented to
Democratic
Services
Training needs in respect of Well-being of Committee
for
Future Generations Act and the Cardiff consideration on 25
Regional City Deal, among other things October.
have already been identified as part of
this process.

Timescale

Responsible Action to Date
Officer

Arrangements
to be put in Christian
place by the Hanagan
start of the new
municipal year

October 2018
Christian
Well-being of Future Generations Actand
January Hanagan
Following initial training in respect of
2019
Well-being of Future Generations Act at
Member induction, a Scrutiny Working Working Group meetings
Group has been established to develop have scheduled between
RCT scrutiny arrangements that can be October and January.

The Democratic
Services Committee
have endorsed the
approach to develop a
‘Members Portal’
which will allow
provision for ELearning to be taken
forward. As this
approach will take time
to develop and embed
training sessions will
continue to be run in
the Council Chamber
for the benefit of all
Members and bepoke
training will be
provided as identified
through the

Proposals
improvement
The Council should

for Council’s Response

incorporated into existing processes.
This will include consideration of a draft
Scrutiny Framework which is being
developed by the office of the Future
Generations Commissioner.
It is anticipated that Members of the
Working Group will act as WFG
‘Champions’ within their respective
Committees to support any changes to
the scrutiny arrangements arising from
the findings of the working group.
Cardiff City Region City Deal- scrutiny
arrangements have been established,
with Bridgend Council taking forward the
lead. We are working closely with
colleagues in Bridgend to ensure that
Members of the Board representing the
council are provided with sufficient
training and support to allow them to
undertake their scrutiny role in this area.
The Council is responsive to Members
requests for training and changing
legislation, with forthcoming training to
be provided in respect of GDPR, which we
will share with our Community and Town

Next Steps

Timescale

Responsible Action to Date
Officer

Christian
Following the Hanagan
Joint Scrutiny
Committees
CCRCD Training is being first meeting in
discussed at the first October
meeting of the City Deal
Joint Scrutiny which is
taking place on the
15.10.18
Christian
Hanagan

November
2018.

continuation of
Members PDRs. Any
training needs
identified by Scrutiny
Committees will also
be supported – During
January 2019, all
Members were invited
to the Financial training
session that was
provided prior to F&P
Committee. Sessions
have also been
undertaken in respect
of GDPR, Equality and
Diversity in addition to
planning related
training.
Well-being of Future
Generations Act –
meetings of the
scrutiny working group
are continuing to take
place in respect of the
scrutiny of the LCV
NOM. Prior to the

Proposals
improvement
The Council should

for Council’s Response

Next Steps

Timescale

Responsible Action to Date
Officer

Council colleagues to ensure all elected Subject to the agreement
representatives for RCT are supported. of Democratic Services
Committee
GDPR
Training to take place
prior to full Council on
the 28.11.18

WAO FFF 2
review the level and type
of
scrutiny
support
required to enable the
scrutiny
function
to

AGREED
The Council is constantly reviewing
capacity and support arrangements. Further detail that will
Democratic
Most recently at the Democratic  enhance
officer Services
Services Committee in July, 2018 it was
support available to Committee

formal commencement
of the scrutiny review
Members of the
working group were
provided with training
on the Act and
undertaking scrutiny
through the lens of the
Act. It is proposed that
this training will be
provided to all
Members during the
Municipal Year

Christian
Hanagan

The CCRD working
group have received
training before
meetings as well as
undertaking related
site visits to assist
Members in their
review and challenge.
Members of the Democratic
Services
Committee
endorsed the opinion of the
Interim Head of Democratic
Services in respect of the

Proposals
for Council’s Response
Next Steps
Timescale
improvement
The Council should
respond to current and agreed that Christian Hanagan be
non-executive
25 October
future challenges
designated the interim Head of
members
2018.
Democratic Services (HODS) following  provide assistance
the retirement of Karyl May. The
for members to
Committee further agreed to
better prepare for
scrutiny and
 create a Council Business Unit that  improved support
will support the Executive and Nonfor the Council’s
Executive Members;
scrutiny functions,
 make the Member support functions will be included in the
more resilient; and
statutory ‘Sufficiency of
 reinvest any efficiency savings Resources’ report which
arising to increase the capacity of the will be presented to the
Business Unit to support the Scrutiny Democratic Services
Committees in undertaking their Committee on 25
October 2018.
duties.

Responsible Action to Date
Officer
provision of support in the
newly
formed
Council
Business Unit. Through the
use of the Members Survey
which was conducted in
accordance with s6(2) of the
Local Government (Wales)
Measure provision was
made in the survey to ask
Members if they were
happy with the level of
support provided to them
by the Council Business
Unit, as well as additional
information about the
provision of facilities and
training to assist Members
in undertaking their roles.
This feedback will be made
available to the Democratic
Services Committee at their
next meeting for discussion
and action if necessary,
although early indications
show a 97% approval rate
for the support provided

Proposals
improvement
The Council should

for Council’s Response

WAO FFF 3
ensure that members
have the opportunity to
adequately prepare for
scrutiny activity by having
access to information in
advance
of
scrutiny
committee meetings.

Next Steps

AGREED - Through the new Council See above
Business Unit, the Council will ensure
that Members have sufficient access to
information and Officer reports in the
specified time-lines as set out in the
Council’s constitution. Also, that that any
presentations from Officers supplement
Officer reports and recommendations
and are not stand alone items.
The recent development of the
Cabinet/Scrutiny Engagement sessions
with Scrutiny Chairs and Cabinet portfolio
holders will continue to enhance this
approach, with timely discussions of
forward
work
programmes
and
opportunities for Scrutiny committees.
Greater transparency of the detailed
Cabinet work programme will also assist
Scrutiny Members to establish items for
pre-scrutiny and associated timelines.

Timescale

Following the
Democratic
Services
Committee
October 2018

Responsible Action to Date
Officer

Christian
Hanagan

from
the
responses
received.
As the Interim Head of
Democratic Services plays
an active part in the Senior
Leadership Team meetings,
officers are now aware of
the
importance
of
producing Members with
sufficient
access
to
information and officer
reports as set out in the
Council
Constitution.
Scrutiny Officers ensure
that any power point
presentations supplement
the reports going forward.
It is important that this
practice
continues,
especially if Members agree
to the proposal outlined
with the report that
Members are to carry out
‘Working
Group’
type
reviews in Committee
meeting settings, therefore
ensuring Members have

Proposals
improvement
The Council should

for Council’s Response

Next Steps

Timescale

Responsible Action to Date
Officer
sufficient information to
undertake such scrutiny will
be essential.
The
Cabinet/Scrutiny
Engagement sessions with
Scrutiny Chairs and Cabinet
portfolio holders has proved
to be successful, providing
more opportunities than
ever before for Scrutiny to
play an influential role in the
key policy decisions of the
Council at an early stage and
this approach will continue
to be built upon.
A notable example of this
way of working has been
the involvement of scrutiny
at regular stages in the
potential
plans
to
modernise the delivery of
residential care in the
County Borough. Another
notable example, has been,
the engagement of scrutiny
in the Council’s 21st Century

Proposals
improvement
The Council should

for Council’s Response

WAO FFF 4
a) strengthen
committee ownership
of forward work
programmes
and
committee agendas;
and

AGREED - The Council continues to
strengthen ownership of forward work
programmes and committee agendas.
Steps include
 Overview and Scrutiny Committee’s
(O&S) consideration of the quarterly
Cabinet work programme.
This
enables O&S to refer matters to other
Scrutiny Committees to help them
plan their work programmes
 Regular meetings between Scrutiny
Chairs with associated Cabinet
Members and Group Directors.
These meetings address the cabinet
work
programme,
policy
developments and scrutiny priorities
and have strengthened Members’

Next Steps

Timescale

Responsible Action to Date
Officer
Schools proposals for the
first time. Both these
examples
have
been
achieved through the 121
dialogue established as a
result of the regular formal
meetings between scrutiny
chairs and the respective
Cabinet
Members
&
Director.
Cabinet published its work
programme on 21st June
2018 for the 2018/19
municipal
year
and
refreshed this on three
occasions: 20th September
2018, 18th December 2018,
19th March 2019; with the
document being reviewed
and considered by Overview
& Scrutiny.
A link to the Council Work
Programme is also provided
at every Council meeting to
allow for any appropriate

Proposals
improvement
The Council should

for Council’s Response

Next Steps

Timescale

Responsible Action to Date
Officer

overall understanding of the Council’s
business.

updates to Members to
ensure transparency.

At its meeting on 27 June the Council
agreed a Council Work Programme which
will help to make the business of the
Council more transparent and although
we know have more to do we’ve have
started to make changes. This includes:

Committee
Work
Programmes
are
an
important tool for Members
to assist them in viewing
items that are coming
forward to Committees and
for other Committees to
utilise
to
prevent
duplication of work and
assist with pre-scrutiny.
Work Programmes also
assist members of the public
to engage in the democratic
process of the Council and
all work programmes are
available on a standalone
page on the Council website
as well as the scrutiny work
programmes being available
through the scrutiny pages
of the website. It is noted
that
some
work
programmes have been
more weighted in terms of

b) clarify and promote
arrangements
for
adding
items
to
forward
work
programmes
for
members and the 
public.



meetings of Scrutiny Committees
being held in locations within
communities across RCT. The aim of
this is to encourage greater public
engagement in the development of
work programmes and attendance
and involvement at Committee
meetings. However, it is too early to
evaluate the extent to which this has
been achieved.
dedicated pages for Scrutiny have
been included on the Council’s
Website.
These pages contain
detailed information about the role
of Scrutiny, projects that have been
introduced as a result of Scrutiny
intervention and a ‘Scrutiny Chairs’

Christian
Hanagan
Review the
effectiveness and
impact of holding
Scrutiny Committee
meeting in locations
across RCT.

May 2019

Ongoing

Christian
Hanagan

October 2018

Christian
Hanagan

Continue to develop
dedicated Scrutiny
pages.

Proposals
improvement
The Council should

for Council’s Response





Blog’ which currently contains
contributions from two Scrutiny
Chairs. Implementation of additional
pages ‘Engage with the Council’
which provide options by which
residents can engage in the Council’s
decision making processes, are
imminent.
work to ensure the format of work
programmes is fit for purpose and
user friendly for both Members and
residents.
arrangements to ensure that
meetings of Chairs and Vice-chairs of
Scrutiny receive regular updates on
Council business being developed by
the Senior Leadership Team and the
Executive for consideration so that
they can better reflect the priorities
being discussed.

Next Steps

Ensure the
implementation of the
‘Engage with the
Council’ Web pages.

Continue work to
introduce user friendly
Scrutiny work
programmes.
Put in place
arrangements to
provide Chair and Vice
meetings with more
detailed information to
inform their discussions
about Council priorities.

Timescale

Responsible Action to Date
Officer

Ongoing

Christian
Hanagan

By the Council
AGM 2019.

Christian
Hanagan

the number of reports being
presented at individual
committees and whilst
aiming to deliver more
qualitative information, in
some cases this has resulted
in
work
programmes
covering too broad a range
of topics. As outlined in the
report, the proposal to
review
each
of
the
Committees
Terms
of
Reference and utilising a
new Work Programme
Template
which
will
incorporate other forms of
good practice identified by
other
Authorities
and
incorporating elements of
the Well-being and Future
Generations Act will assist
the Council in taking
forward this proposal.
The scrutiny pages on the
Council website have been
further promoted with a

Proposals
improvement
The Council should

for Council’s Response

Next Steps

Timescale

Responsible Action to Date
Officer
banner on the Council front
page, to allow further easier
access to the Scrutiny web
content for the benefit of
Members and the general
public. The ‘Public Speaking
at a scrutiny committee’
meeting protocol has now
been established and the
guidance note is available
on scrutiny pages for the
public to utilise. This has
been utilised at a recent Call
In meeting, with 3 public
speakers addressing the
Committee on the agenda
item.
The Scrutiny chair and Vice
Chair
meetings
are
convened as and when
appropriate
following
discussion with the Chair of
the Overview & Scrutiny
Committee. The Interim
Head
of
Democratic
Services ensures that an

Proposals
improvement
The Council should

for Council’s Response

Next Steps

Timescale

Responsible Action to Date
Officer
agenda for each meeting is
available for Members
consideration with the
appropriate reports to
accompany each agenda
item.

WAO FFF 5
AGREED – Steps have already been taken
improve
the to better evaluate the impact of Scrutiny,
arrangements in place to

Evaluation of the venues for
scrutiny
committees
meetings has suggested
that there has been no
added benefit to taking the
committees out into the
community in respect of the
interest of the public. It is
therefore proposed within
the report that the
Committee
meetings
continue within the Council
Committee
meetings
settings and further is taken
forward in respect of the
social media presence and
the options for webcasting.
The Scrutiny Annual Report
has taken forward an
outcomes appraisal of the

Proposals
for Council’s Response
Next Steps
Timescale
improvement
The Council should
evaluate the impact of which has been reflected in the Annual
scrutiny.
Scrutiny Report 2017/18.
A number of policies have been
developed by Scrutiny Work groups and
subsequently supported and taken
forward and endorsed by Cabinet. An
example of this is the work to improve
the provision of sanitary products to
female learners in schools arising from
recommendations from Children and
Young People Scrutiny Working Group
which received cross party support by
Council in February 2018 with a
implementation plan being agreed by Develop and introduce By the Council
Cabinet in April 2018.
strengthened
AGM 2019.
performance
The Council is continuing to develop its arrangement to enable
performance arrangements for Scrutiny Scrutiny committees to
so that they can better facilitate better evaluate their
improved evaluation of scrutiny. This will impact
include robust action planning to support
the delivery of agreed recommendations
with
appropriate
monitoring
arrangements in place.

Responsible Action to Date
Officer
work covered in the
Municipal
Year,
demonstrating the impact
that scrutiny has had on the
residents of the County
Borough. This approach
which will further be
strengthened upon going
forward in future Annual
Reports.

Christian
Hanagan

Further work on the
evaluation of the impact of
scrutiny still needs to be
strengthened by the Council
and the proposals identified
in the report to address
Committee
work
programmes and scrutiny
reviews during Committee
meetings will assist in taking
this forward.

